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The Fasting Prayer Franklin Hall
The words of Jesus still have the power to change the world and set people free. Unfortunately, the problem we have
seen over the last 2000 years is that religion and the traditions of men have been slowly pulling people away from the
simple truth and original call of Jesus. "The Call of Jesus," by Torben Søndergaard, is like an easy to understand
"instruction manual" pulled from Scripture to help us effectively live the life to which Jesus has called us. Using Jesus'
words in Luke chapter 10, Torben refreshingly reveals that Jesus' message was not only for His disciples and those who
lived during that period of time, but it is also for all of us who are living today. Will you heed "The Call of Jesus"?
“And, behold, I send the promise of my Father upon you:” To obtain the “power,” the commandment given to us by
Jesus: “Tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem (your present city) until ye be endued with power from on high” (Luke 24:49)
must be obeyed. Many Christians claim the experience of Acts 2:4, but they have not attained the experience provided
for in Luke 24:49. The progress so far is fine, but the deceiver still has many of us lulled to sleep, deluded, and selfsatisfied, far from the goal Jesus intended for us to reach. I once owned an airplane, but owning an airplane and getting
the motor going so it will take off with its own power are two different things. If you have the Holy Spirit, He still may not
have sufficient sway in your life for you to have the advanced experience of power and the gifts of the Spirit. Many do not
seek God far enough, and in quite the right manner to allow the Holy Spirit to exert His power, even though He has been
received. Every evidence points to the fact that the early church and apostles put into practice what the church has failed
to do today. Therefore, they had an experience that overshadows ours. Every single new testament church was founded
in fasting and prayer. Acts 14:23. After Jesus said, “I send the promise of the Father upon you” He also told them, “Tarry
. . . until ye be endued with power.” Where there is a lack of perfection and refinement among God’s people, as there is
today, this power and the gifts of the Holy Spirit cannot very well be received by prayer alone. (If they can be received in
this manner, I ask, where are they? Even in the days of the apostles, they too, found it necessary at times to employ this
method to arrest the flesh and become refined in order to receive this power. They were in a state of perfection that far
exceeded ours today. We believe many put into practice the prophet’s-length fast and obtained the power and gifts.
Without following their example and deeds, we are without their mighty experiences. Consecrated fasting acts as a
refining fire to the saint of God, and enables him to become purified and cleansed to such an extent he can obtain the
power and the gifts of the Spirit. It actually requires a further process of purification and sanctified living to obtain and
retain the gifts of the Spirit than otherwise. The best means of reaching that goal is to do as Paul asked us to do, follow
him “in fastings often.” This volume endeavors to take what has generally been overlooked, and reveal, perhaps for the
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first time in detailed form, the secret of the early church. It is made so simple and easy of accomplishment that anyone
can have an experience as dynamic as those of any of the apostles and followers of Jesus Christ.
Fasting is an important key to successful Christian living. It is found throughout the Bible, yet it has been largely set aside
by the church. Discover how to release the power of prayer and fasting in your life with this handbook by Derek Prince. In
his clear, easily understood teaching style, he explains that this power is immeasurable when fasting is practiced with
right motives and in accordance with the principles of Scripture.
A Passionate, Prophetic Summons to Prayer and Fasting We are poised at a key moment in history. Amidst pain and
chaos, we can turn the tide of evil in our lands. With excitement and profound insight, seasoned prophetic leader Lou
Engle shows how: through bold faith and aggressive, passionate prayer and fasting. Here he equips you with the
dynamic, practical tools you need to answer the call of countercultural consecration. Using Jesus as the role model, he
reveals that 40 days of prayer and fasting always precede breakthrough, revelations of God's glory, breakage of demonic
hindrances, and more. As we join together in fasting and intercession, we'll see victory in the critical issues of our
day--and we'll awaken the nations for Christ. Global revival and transformation is imminent. Will you answer the call?
When the author began to study the subject of fasting some years ago he was shocked by the number of biblical
references he found referring to it. Clearly fasting was not some biblical "side issue," but a central element of spiritual life.
Fasting is a discipline that has been practised by many influential men and women of God throughout church history with
dramatic results. The author says, "Fasting has become an essential part of my walk with the Lord. It continues to amaze
me that I lived for so long without this key that unlocks so many blessings." Using the metaphor of a key, this book
discusses how Fasting will unlock the blessings of God.
DIVWe all go through times when we feel like we are not living up to our full potential. In Fasting to Regain Your Edge,
Jentezen Franklin shows you how to recharge your spiritual energy through fasting. /div
This sequel to Prophets and Personal Prophecy is packed with the same kind of cutting instruction that made the first
volume a best-seller. Prophetic insights, how-to's, and warnings make this book essential for the Spirit-filled church.
You can sin with food in many ways -- by not sharing it, by eating way too much of it, by throwing it across the restaurant
table... But you do not sin with food by bowing your head over it, saying grace with true gratitude in your heart, and
tucking in. Sharp-edged but humorous, Confessions of a Food Catholic addresses the unscriptural approach to food that
many Christians have developed in recent years. (By the way, a "food catholic" is somebody who accepts all eaters of all
foods, even if he or she doesn't actually eat quinoa.) Specifically, the book addresses divisive threats to Christian table
fellowship, the know-it-all pride of newfangled "health food" rules, and the dislocated moralism that makes "organic" and
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"natural" the signs of righteousness while disdaining the brethren who buy their beef at Stuffmart.
The Fasting PrayerRavenio Books
Atomic Power With God Thru Fasting and Prayer, first published in 1946 by Franklin Hall, describes how prayer during
extended fasts can heal the body and soul, and bring practitioners greater spiritual power to exalt and glorify Jesus
Christ.
Do you feel stuck? Is there one area of your life that just won't change, no matter how hard you work, believe, and cry out
to the Lord?When the enemy holds ground in one part of our life, it tends to consume most of our thoughts. That one
area can cost us emotional health, quality relationships, and even the ability to enjoy life. But we don't have to put up with
it.It's time to fight back!Fasting is God's secret weapon against the enemy's strongholds. Jesus even said that some evil
spirits cannot be cast out except by prayer and fasting. That should tell us a lot about the power of this weapon-it's
basically God's nuclear option.The Jericho Fast guides readers through a 7-day fast to achieve breakthrough for the
stubborn areas of their lives. Minister and author Rhoda Faye Diehl expertly imparts wisdom and biblical truth throughout
the book to help you overcome lies used by the enemy to erect walls in your life.She also provides strong encouragement
and exhortation to help readers complete the fast and make it through to their victory.Are you ready for breakthrough?
Are you ready for the walls to come down?Let's go!
After World War 2, there was a major revival movement where healing ministry played a huge part with renewed belief
and emphasis in divine healing among many Christians. This book shows how the apostolic age has not ended and
details the author's journey to the discovery that miracles are alive and well even today. ?After World War 2, there was a
major revival movement where healing ministry played a huge part with renewed belief and emphasis in divine healing
among many Christians. This book shows how the apostolic age has not ended and details the author's journey to the
discovery that miracles are alive and well even today.
This package includes a physical copy of Statistics: The Art and Science of Learning from Data by Alan Agresti and
Christine Franklin, as well as access to the eText and MyMathLab. Statistics: The Art and Science of Learning from Data,
Third Edition, helps you become statistically literate by encouraging you to ask and answer interesting statistical
questions. This book takes the ideas that have turned statistics into a central science in modern life and makes them
accessible. The Third Edition has been edited for conciseness and clarity to keep you focused on the main concepts. The
data-rich examples that feature intriguing human-interest topics now include topic labels to indicate which statistical topic
is being applied.
Traces the author's decision to quit her job and travel the world for a year after suffering a midlife crisis and divorce, an
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endeavor that took her to three places in her quest to explore her own nature, experience fulfillment and learn the art of
spiritual balance. (Biography & autobiography). Reissue. A best-selling book. Movie tie-in.
A guide to biblical fasting discusses how to choose a fast, the connection between fasting and prayer, the essential
components of a successful fast, and what to expect mentally, physically, and spiritually.
What drives you? Or what is the "motivation" or "purpose" of your life? Robert Oh has traveled to close to fifty countries in
his lifetime and met hundreds of thousands of God-fearing and God-loving people who are still asking the fundamental
question of life: "What does God want me to do with my life?" At the end of your life you don't want to catch yourself
saying, "That was it?" You see, without God, your life will be only earthly, natural, and predictable; it won't be
supernatural or godly. You reap what you sow. The Prayer Driven Life is an invitation to enter this incredible supernatural
life--fashioned by God and through your own prayer. What does God want you to do with your life? Why don't you ask
Him? Pray!
Do you know that just beneath your feet are deep wells of revival? Are you aware that you are standing on bottomless
geysers and founts of the anointing and mandates of our spiritual forefathers and mothers that are just waiting be
released afresh to you? God is calling us as instruments today to unstop the wells and reclaim the spiritual inheritance of
our nation. This same God who visited America in the Great Awakening, the Azusa Street Revival, the Jesus Movement,
the Charismatic Outpouring, and more, wants to again honor His eternal convenants with the men and women of faith
who have gone before us. God is ready to loose revival fires and miracles to the spiritual descendants of people like
Jonathan Edwards, Henrietta Mears, Aimee Semple McPherson, Charles Finney, William Seymour, and Frank
Bartleman. But who will contend for the mantle they wore? Will you? As America stands on the brink of the judgement of
God for her sins, revival is our most glori! ous hope. This book is a prophetic call from the heart of a pastor in Los
Angeles who calls his city, his country, and you to renew covenant with God, reclaim our glorious roots, and believe for
the greatest revival the world has ever known.
There are many forms of witchcraft. In some cases, it involves conjuring up demons from hell and dispatching them to
churches or individuals to cause envy, strife, and confusion. Spirits of delusion (which will cause a false belief or opinion,
meant to mislead; deceive or trick) are a strong tool used in witchcraft. I've found in my fifteen years of ministry, that a
spirit of delusion can destroy a marriage. For example, it will cause suspicion and false accusations to be made by one
spouse against the other. In the church, divisions between Pastors and members can result when this spirit is loosed to
attack the pastor. Many pastors have been hurt, deceived, misused and had their churches split as a result. God gave
me the assignment to write this book to enlighten the Church on the operation of witchcraft, so the body of Christ would
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not have to suffer these attacks any longer. We have the power through Christ Jesus to destroy these works and to stop
them. If one can put a thousand to flight, and two can put ten thousand to flight, just think what the whole body of Christ
can do.
The Kingdom of God is here! The defining message of Dr. Myles Munroe’s life and work—now available for the first time
as a packaged collection. While many remember Dr. Munroe for delivering exceptional teaching on topics such as
purpose, potential, vision, praise and worship, leadership, and even relationships, perhaps no revelation has been more
important for the individual believer as his message on the Kingdom of God. Dr. Munroe served as a pioneer and
prophetic voice, summoning people to experience and enjoy the fullness of their salvation in Christ. This came through
discovering their purpose, unlocking their potential, and walking the earth as Kingdom citizens, fueled by Heaven’s
vision. Dr. Munroe now stands among the great cloud of witnesses in Heaven, still beckoning us onward to become
representatives and ambassadors of the Kingdom of Heaven on earth. His voice continues to challenge Christ-followers
around the world to fulfill their destinies. Today, Dr. Munroe’s Kingdom message is more crucial than ever. In this hour of
turmoil and upheaval, embrace your Kingdom purpose!
To read this book is to read a story. Yes, partly my story, but primarily it's the story of Jesus and his original forty-day
Jesus Fast that released the original Jesus anointing for evangelism and harvest. It is also a prophetic summons calling
for a global reenactment and recovery of Jesus' original pattern and pathway leading to power from on high. This is a
book of dreams and, if I may say so, of God's dreams, dreams of a new world where the Bride of Christ is beautified,
where Satan is cast down, where the Kingdom comes, where evangelism is empowered, and where shouts of joy fill the
streets because the Spirit of the Lord has come to heal every disease and sickness. This is a book about the Jesus Fast
that will open the heavens and precipitate the latter rain. Let us all go up to the Mountain of the Lord. Let the earth go up
in the global Jesus Fast.
Your mind is a BATTLEGROUND, but THE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE We have all experienced battles with thoughts
that need to be diffused and defeated. We have all battled mental strongholds, though we may not have realized it. A
stronghold of the mind is a lie that Satan has established in our thinking that we count as true but is actually a false belief.
When we embrace these lies, they affect our attitudes, emotions, and behaviors. God wants all of His children to walk in
victory and freedom in their thought lives. But the Bible tells us that we have an evil and deceptive enemy who is "the
father of lies and of all that is false" (John 8:44, AMP). Defeating Strongholds of the Mind explains how Satan traps us in
lies and false perceptions. It shows us how to partner with God, enter into worship, and embrace our kingdom identity to
gain victory through: Identifying thinking patterns that can become strongholds Explaining how certain types of
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entertainment can negatively influence our thinking Offering specific prayers to bring victory in the mental battles we fight
Sharing stories from people who have overcome the deceptions, struggles, and strongholds in their minds
This is the true story of Carlos Annacondia, whose faithfulness, devotion, and faith in signs and miracles brought about
an awakening in Argentina that has spread throughout the world and continues to this day. Annacondia's ministry is
marked by the same signs and wonders of the early church—sick bodies are healed, bondages are broken, the
demonized are set free, oppression is lifted—and he knows these subjects as very few people do. LIsten to Me, Satan! is
full of amazing testimonies that will renew, inspire, and charge your faith. It's the story of how one man confronted the
devil, in the authority of the name of Jesus, and experienced extraordinary results. Join him on his journey from the poor
villages of Buenos Aires to a global ministry, and find victory and freedom in your own life as well.
Empress Carlota traveled to London to obtain help for her beleaguered husband, Emperor Maximilian of Mexico.
Accompanying the empress was a young emissary who assisted her in the negotiations. When their efforts dragged on,
she suggested the young man tour the glamorous capitals of Europe while she continued to pursue her negotiations. For
weeks he traveled across the continent, longing for his beloved Adela, whom he had left in Mexico, to be with him to
share the delights of his journey. On his return to London, he was released by his Empress and told to sail back to their
homeland. On November 4, 1866 the young emissary boarded the English ship Tasmanian, the image of Adela set in his
mind. Spending hours writing to her of his love and devotion, and his European adventures, the young emissary was
tormented by a single question: Would his beloved Adela be swept up in the conflagration of a revolution that threatened
Mexico?
This book is the result of a victory won after long years of battle and unsuccessful struggle against pornography and
masturbation. Many are trying to get rid of these things but the problem is that they are using the wrong weapons to fight
them. In this book you will find testimonies of those who were once captive but delivered by Jesus Christ, they will tell you
clearly how this happened. And the author gives you practical advice based on the Word of God that will help you fight
with the right weapons and come out victorious in the supreme name of Jesus Christ.
You can get through life's tragedies when you praise and worship the Lord! With gut-wrenching honesty, authors Terry Law and Jim Gilbert
detail the tragedies in Terry's life that led him to a deep dimension of Divine teamwork. Terry Law's journey took him throughout the United
States, through war-torn Afghanistan, and ancient Egypt to discover three spiritual truths expressed in worship and praise. God put these
three spiritual powerhouses in your personal arsenal to use against the enemy: 1.The Word of God. 2.The Name of Jesus. 3.The Blood of
Jesus. Arm yourself praise and worship are tools that break through the heavenlies all the way to the throne of God. As the author proves the
sacrifice of praise and the blessing of worship saved his life. You, too, will be healed from the past and enjoy new hope for the future. You
can handle all of life's tragedies through The Power of Praise and Worship.
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"Prayer and fasting is Jesus Christ's message to His people everywhere. A study of the science of fasting in relation to the great spiritual,
physical and spiritual power obtained thereby."
There is an appetite for God. And it can be awakened. I invite you to turn from the dulling effects of food and the dangers of idolatry, and to
say with some simple fast: "This much, O God, I want you." Our appetites dictate the direction of our lives - whether it be the cravings of our
stomachs, the passionate desire for possessions or power, or the longings of our spirits for God. But for the Christian, the hunger for anything
besides God can be an arch-enemy. While our hunger for God - and Him alone - is the only thing that will bring victory. Do you have that
hunger for Him? As John Piper puts it: "If we don't feel strong desires for the manifestation of the glory of God, it is not because you have
drunk deeply and are satisfied. It is because we have nibbled so long at the table of the world. Our soul is stuffed with small things, and there
is no room for the great." If we are full of what the world offers, then perhaps a fast might express, or even increase, our soul's appetite for
God. Between the dangers of self-denial and self-indulgence is this path of pleasant pain called fasting. It is the path John Piper invites you to
travel in this book. For when God is the supreme hunger of your heart, He will be supreme in everything. And when you are most satisfied in
Him, He will be most glorified in you.
There is freedom from the torment of the enemy!
Arthur Wallis offers this balanced study on fasting, and seeks to give to the subject the weight that Scripture gives it while also avoiding
exaggeration and over-emphasis. This book includes a biblical index, and an appendix dealing with the textual problems surrounding four
references to fasting in the New Testament.
God has provided a way to turn certain defeat into awesome victory and demonic strongholds into highways of His love and power. When
overwhelming defeat looks you in the face, whether the attack is physical or a family or financial crisis, The Hidden Power of Prayer and
Fasting holds keys that will unlock the resident power of the Holy Spirit within you! Through this book you will receive an impartation from a
man who has lived these truths and has seen the power of God released for total victory against impossible odds, resulting in revival and
literal resurrection. Mahesh Chavda has lived the lifestyle of prayer and fasting. This book will inspire you to battle through--whatever your
circumstance--because God has given you a remedy for bringing His glory into your life, your church, your city, and your nation through the
hidden power of prayer and fasting. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
Become a World-Shaper. The times we are living in are scary, to say the least. The world is unstable. Global politics are volatile. The rate of
change we now experience is spiraling out of control. We’re uncertain about what will happen tomorrow, and we feel helpless to do anything
about it. Yet what we are facing isn’t new. In the past, there have been many wars. There have been threats and acts of terrorism. History is
spotted with violent episodes of unimaginable carnage and horror. And what did people do about them? The only thing they could do: they
prayed! Discover with Derek Prince how your prayers and fasting can change the world. Using experiences from his own life, he illustrates
how you can make a difference. You don’t have to fight. You don’t have to hold high political position. You don’t have to be a certain age.
You don’t even have to have power, money, or influence on earth. What is important is your influence in heaven. Learn to touch the heart of
God through prayer—prayer that will change the world!
The Book of Acts never ended! Live and Experience the Book of Acts today! Experience the Book of Acts today! Supernatural Christianity
never ended! A generation today is asking, Where are all God’s miracles which our fathers told us about? (Judges 6:13). Author of the bestselling book They Told Me Their Stories, Tommy Welchel answered this question, living among the youth of one of the greatest spiritual
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outpourings ever experienced—the Azusa Street Revival. During this time, Tommy recorded first-hand accounts of the miracles that they had
witnessed… and even performed themselves! These testimonies have been shared around the world, and the results have been amazing:
Miraculous healings, supernatural phenomena, and impossible situations being turned around by a wonder-working God. As you read about
the miracles that God performed during this great move of His Spirit, your faith will be stirred to: • Encourage others that God’s healing
power has not passed away • Believe for the miraculous in your life • Release supernatural breakthrough to people who need a touch from
God Prepare to experience a fresh outpouring of God’s Spirit… today!

Do you feel completely alone in a room full of people? Are your dreams always just out of reach? God has given us a key, a
unique type of prayer, which unlocks the invisible prisons keeping us from prospering relationally, emotionally, and even
financially. Discover how true intercession is used to heal broken relationships, annihilate financial ceilings, remove demonic
roadblocks to blessing, gain favor in unfavorable circumstances, and soften even the hardest hearts toward Christ. With vulnerable
and heart melting personal stories in true Holmstrom fashion, Dowit's Gabi will alter the way you see and do intercession forever.
A fresh take on this ancient path, Dowit's Gabi does for intercession what Access Granted did for the message of the Kingdom.
You will never see intercession the same way again.
“When we believe the Bible as it is, we will see the power of God move in our lives and in our community as it did centuries ago in
Bible times.” -Mel Tari Translated into dozens of languages, with millions of copies sold, Like a Mighty Wind remains a beloved
classic from global evangelist Mel Tari. Recounting the incredible story of revival on the island of Timor during 1965 in the midst of
political turmoil, the book is an amazing testament to the power of faith and the reality of God's power to work miracles in modern
times. The Spirit of God that swept across the island “like a mighty wind” continues today throughout Indonesia although
persecution of Christians is all too common. The story of God's powerful revival in this region remains a testament to the truth of
God's Word, and serves as a reminder to all believers that the Spirit of God manifests in our world now as it did in the earliest days
of the Church.
“STAND FAST, AND hold the traditions which ye have been taught, whether by word, or our epistle .... Comfort your hearts; and
stablish you in every good word and work .... Finally, brethren, pray for us, that the word; of the Lord may have free course, and be
GLORIFIED, even as it is with you.” II Thess. 2:15, 17; 3:1. FASTING, like PRAYER, is a part of the word of God. To dispute this
would be as foolish as denying water is wet. Shall we “STAND FAST” on this IRREVOCABLE “TRADITION,” which we have
been taught in the WORD, since it is indisputably a part of the WORD of God? Let us pray that it will “have free course, AND BE
GLORIFIED,” in its proper place in order that JESUS may receive more glory and honor from His children. The purpose of this
volume is to popularize, perhaps one of the most downtrodden of all Biblical subjects, and assist in the author’s small way to
reestablish this part of the Gospel, bringing it out in all its glorious aspects. We are dealing with a tremendous portion of the
Word—able to open up an avenue to tremendous power and glory with JESUS for the mutual welfare of His body, and the bringing
of a mighty last day revival. By the proper utilization of fasting, praying, crying and mourning for souls, and by going into the
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FASTING-PRAYER without a selfish motive, many pillars of the FAITH can pull together in this travail to such an extent that when
tragedy, destruction, persecution, and the rest of the last-day signs approach us more closely, we will have at our disposal a most
effective weapon to carry us through for the glory of Jesus. It is NOT the purpose of this book, or any of the other articles on the
subject of fasting, to leave an impression that this practice is the Scriptural cure-all for spiritual, moral and bodily complaints.
Emphasis is given the subject for the purpose of quickly enlightening God’s people who seem to be “falling away” from the oldtime faith, and to prevent the unhappy drift towards modernism that is so sweeping the land. We do not emphasize fasting for the
purpose of bragging, or for such great merit that it would be boasting before our God, but we are pressing it forward with such
tempo so that the children of the Bridegroom will become more quickly and fully prepared for the closing of this Holy Spirit
dispensation. This work has grown to such an extent, we have had to give up the revival auditorium. The author is devoting his
entire time to the work of fasting, even discontinuing most of the traveling speaking engagements, in order to assure it greater
success and promotion over the world for the mutual welfare of Christendom and the Kingdom of God. To make it even easier to
grasp, the author has gone to additional expense in constructing drawings, diagrams and charts for numerous cuts to bring forth
quickly through the eye-gate, this precious vital truth of orthodox Christianity. May the reader be blessed by them. This was done
solely for the purpose of glorifying our most lovable Jesus. In the name of Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, we,
therefore, dedicate this work to Jesus. May it bring praise and honor of Him. Revelation 22:17-21.
You Can Have the Power of the Holy Spirit The gifts of the Spirit can destroy any force the devil might use against Christians. You
are a candidate for the gifts of revelation, power, and inspiration. They will function anywhere—right where you are now! Dr. Sumrall
discusses subjects including: The charismatic renewal The weapons of our warfare How you can receive the gifts The devil's
counterfeit The purpose of ministry gifts You can be included in the great outpouring of God's Spirit!
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